Spike Bulldog

For other uses, see the disambiguation page for Spike.

Spike is a grey bulldog that appears in many episodes of Tom and Jerry. He is a friend of Jerry and a rival of Tom, however, sometimes he is a rival of both like the episode Dog Trouble.

He hates Tom because in the episodes that Spike appears, fights Tom is chasing Jerry around but ends up giving Spike or his son, Tyke, a bad day. Obviously, whenever Spike tells Tom not to do a certain thing (ex. dirtying Tyke), Jerry does his best to get Tom in trouble (in the example, Jerry would get Tyke as dirty as possible). Tom Cat’s son is his foe and hero. Spike also appeared in some of the recent cartoons featuring a basset hound called Droopy, another popular MGM cartoon character.

He’s also in Tom and Jerry Tales. He appeared in most episodes, in "Catfish Follies", he is a dogfish and also in “Zent Out of Shape” where he is similar to Godzilla. He also beats Jerry occasionally this probably so that Spike finally notices it was Jerry who was actually really responsible for bothering his son, stealing his bones and getting disturbed and injured that Jerry caused on him and messing up his son.

You can also see Spike in Mickey Mouse, but as Butch the Bulldog.
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Appearance

Spike has grey skin, a red dog leash and a anchored tattoo on his left upper arm as seen in "Quiet Please!".

Voice Actors

- Billy Bletcher (1944-1948).
- Daws Butler (1949-1957).
- John Stephenson: The Tom and Jerry Show (1975).
- Lou Scheimer: The Tom and Jerry Comedy Show.
- Dick Gautier: Tom & Jerry Kids Show.
- Maurice LaMarche: Tom and Jerry: The Magic Ring.
- Frank Welker: Tom and Jerry: Blast Off to Mars.
- Jeff Bergman: Tom and Jerry Tales.
- Phil LaMarr: Tom and Jerry Meet Sherlock Holmes.
- Tom Lister, Jr: Tom and Jerry.
- Rick Zieff: The Tom and Jerry Show (2014).

Featured Shorts

Tom and Jerry

- Dog Trouble (1942)
- The Bodyguard (1944)
- Puttin' on the Dog (1944)
- Quiet, Please! (1945)
- Solid Serenade (1946)
- Cat Fishin' (1947)
- The Invisible Mouse (1947)
- The Truce Hurts (1948)
- Heavenly Puss (the devil) (1949)
- Love That Pup (1949)
- The Framed Cat (1950)
- Slicked-up Pup (1951)
- Cat Napping (1951)
- Fit To Be Tied (1952)
• The Dog House (1952)
• That's My Pup! (1953)
• Two Little Indians (1953)
• Life with Tom (1953)
• Hi-cup Pup (1954)
• Pet Pheeve (1954)
• Pup on a Picnic (1955)
• Smarty Cat (1955)
• Barbecue Brawl (1956)
• Tops with Pops (remake of Love That Pup) (1957)
• Tom's Photo Finish (1957)
• Tot Watchers (cameo appearance) (1958)
• Switchin' Kitten (1961)
• Mouse into Space (cameo appearance) (1962)
• Pent-House Mouse (cameo appearance, as a silhouette at a dog show) (1963)
• Much Ado About Mousing (1964)
• Tom-ic Energy (1965)
• The Cat's Me-Ouch! (cameo appearance) (1965)
• Matinee Mouse (1966)
• Rock 'n' Rodent (1967)
• Purr-Chance to Dream (cameo appearance) (1967)
• The Mansion Cat (cameo appearance) (2001)
• The Karate Guard (2005)

Tom and Jerry Tales
• Feeding Time
• Joy Riding Jokers
• Way-Off Broadway
• Tomcat Jetpack
• Doggone Hill Hog
• Spaced Out Cat
• Beach Bully Bingo
• Destruction Junction
• Jackhammered Cat
• More Powers to You
• Catch Me Though You Can't
• I Dream of Meanie
• Monster Con
• Bend It Like Thomas
• Game Set Match
• 24 Karat Kat
• DJ Jerry
• Game of Mouse & Cat
• Catfish Follies

The Tom and Jerry Show (2014)
• Spike Gets Skooled
• Sleep Disorder
• Birthday Bashed
• Feline Fatale
• Birds of a Feather
• Entering and Breaking
• Tom-Foolery
• Belly Achin'
• Dog Daze
• For the Love of Ruggles
• Sleuth or Consequences
• Here's Lookin' A-Choo, Kid
• What a Pain
• Top Cat
• Domestic Kingdom
Trivia

- In Quiet, Please! Spike has an anchored tattoo on his left upper arm when he chase after Tom to skin him alive near the end after his sleep is being disturbed by Jerry who planted a dynamite stick underneath him and should be the one that Spike should skin Jerry alive. It is unknown if Spike still has an anchored tattoo.
- During that time after Tom bothers him and his son. Jerry was the next to bother them so that he could blame all of his antics on Tom and Spike falls for Jerry's tricks and Spike beats Tom.
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